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Yongyong-dang, Changdok Palace
1^

Late Yi Dynasty

This typical upper-class Korean man-
sion is in the Secret Garden and it con-

sists of several houses. The main build-

ing faces the south as it is the usual case

with Korean houses, and across a Tae-

chortig a Sarang unit is attached. Sarang

is the man’s quarter occupied by the

husband and where one can receive male

quests. To the west of the Taechong is

the living quarters consisting of small

partitioned ondol rooms. A separate

study wing with a north-south axis ad-

joins the Sarang and a flower garden is

arranged in the rear section.
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Panghwa Suryy Chong
Yi Dynasty, 1796, Suwon, Kyonggi-do

This elaborate pavilion with an elevated wooden floor has a complicated hip

and gable roof. A bronze finial is put on top of t h e roof. Built on a corner of the

stone walls protecting the city of Suwon, the pavilion looks out o v e r z peaceful

landscape. It was certainly not intended for defensive purposes. The clean-cut

lines of the carved-out bracket of pieces, known as Ikkong, demonstrate tire trend

.of late Yi architecture.
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Makson jae, Changdok Palace

Yi Dynasty, 1672

The pavilion is located' to the south

of the Injong-jon, the main hall of

Changdok Palace. This is a complex of

several rooms connected by corridors and

the Taechong Hall which was described

in the introduction (See June 5th edi-

tion of The Korea Herald). The pavil-

ion was constructed in 1672 during the

reign of King Hyon-jong. Although

there is little exterior decoration and

the walls are plain, every architectural

detail is done with utmost care. The
doors here are particularly elegant and

beautiful. In the rear of the pavilion is

a cozy flower garden with fancy-shaped!

stones.



Chubap-ru, Secret Garden
Late Yi Dynasty

j.ihis i$ a summer-time banquet hall in the Secret Garden similar to the Kyong-
hoe-ru of Kyongbok Palace. The pavilion is built on a stone foundation above a

,
high terrace overlooking a small pond, Each floor of the two-story pavilion is

^ ©pen on all sides except thepentral portion which can be' screened by detachable
'paper doors. "

.
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Korean Pagodas

Old Silks Period, A.D. 634,"

Height 7.7m, Kyongju, Kyongsang Pukto
'

This pagoda is built wtih andestite cut into brick-

shape on a square terrace which is guarded by four stone

irons seated at the four corners. Apparently copied

after an early T’ang brick pagoda, it must have had
two to four additional upper stories which are now
gone. The ground story has four niches, with two
Guardians flanking each entrance. The pagoda is

given a date of 634 by an early historical record of the

Three Kingdoms and it is the earliest dated pagoda of

the Old Silla Dynasty, i.e. before its unification of the

peninsula*

Oit yo , t'U-j
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By Barbara R. Miiitz

It’s always reassuring when
one finds oneself more or less
current with world affairs.

Last Sunday’s Korea Times
carried an article describing
the Ministry of Culture and
Information’s intent to repair
and restore several major
historical and cultural relics,

one of them Hwaom-sa, the
temple I began to talk about
here last week. I’m happy to
report that work is indeed
in progress.
Among the eight national

and cultural treasures to be
found at Hwaom-sa (one of
‘them the four-lion pagoda
previously described;, is a
great, double-roofed wooden
building currently under re-
pair. Named Kakhwang-jon,
it was constructed in 1697 dur-
ing the Yi dynasty, late
enough to have avoided the
depredations of the 16th cen-
tury Japanese invasions. It’s

a huge building rising as high
as 54 feet and similar in style
to the other large double-
roofed buildings of the Yi dy-
nasty — the audience hall in

Changdok Palace, for exam-
ple.

It contains three large
golden seated Buddha figures
alternating with four stand-
ing golden Bosal (Bodhisat-
tva in Sanskrit). These are
backed by a large red and
gold triptych showing the
Buddha seated among his dis-

ciples. You can try out your
wide-angle lens on this array
since the morning sun pours
into this east-facing structure.
Kakhwang-jon is not the main
temple hall, but is on its left

as you face the main hall.

Other certified national and
cultural temples include the
usual twin east and west five-

story stone pagodas which
stand in the main courtyard
and display the typical spare
Silla style. The stone stairs

leading up from the courtyard
to the main hall are also
said to date from Silla times.

Hwaom-sa is a large temple
as some ten buildings clu-

stered around the main court-

yard testify. There are of

course other side buidings
further up the mountain
ridges as well.
One of these is a shrine con-

taining small figures repre-
senting the 500 Naheun (as
at Chikchi-sa, if you remem-
ber). These small figures are
always interesting.
CA. Clark in his Religions

of Old Korea (a book avail-
able at the Bando Arcade
bookstores and invaluable for
anyone who wants to know
what he’s looking at in a
temple) states that the first

king of the Koryo dynasty in-
troduced the Naheun into
Korea for he had a picture
of them brought from Tang
China to his kingdom in 944
A.D. Dr. Clark also states
that these five hundred are
said to “represent robber
bands or merchant caravans
of that number who met the
Buddha in his journeys and
were at once and thoroughly
converted en masse.’’
Not all the statues and

figures we see in temples
are representations of the
Buddha. A Naheun (Arhat in

Sanskrit), for example, is not,

but rather is a human being
who, usually through stren-
uous effort, acquires En-
lightenment. A Bosal (Bodhi-
sattva) is also not exactly a
Buddha but is one who, though
he has attained Enlighten-
ment, has willingly postponed
his entry into Nirvana so as
to help struggling r ankind
— a kind of Savior of Mankind
ideal.

I think that we must not
only try to unders'.and and
appreciate the architecture
and art of Buddhist temples
but also try to understand
what we are looking at —
their purposes and symbolic
meanings — if we are really
to arrive at an intelligent un-
derstanding of what’s going
on now and has been going
on at Hwaom-sa, for example,
for something like a thousand
years.
To return to today: I’m al-

so happy to report that the
road to the temple is indeed
being expanded under a pro-
ject of the Construction Mini-

stry as the Korea Times stated.

The Chiri-san mountain range
covers an enormous area —
parts of four provinces —
which a trip to Kure, Sang-
gye-sa, and Hwaom-sa barely
skirts. This particular area of

the Chiri-san range in Cholla-
namdo has been designated as
a national park.
The gun chief of Kure-gun,

Mr. Kong Hwa-hyun, was kind
enough to come to talk to us
about the plans to develop
the area with more tourist

facilities. Mr. Kong spoke of

the road-widening project, re-

pairs to the temple, and other
projects including the build-

ing of a modem hotel and the
construction of a cable car to

reach the nearest high peak,
Nogo-dan, some 1,500 meters
above sea level.

Mr. Kong then asked for

comments and suggestions.
The group of foreign tourists
I was with was not shy. After
expressing appreciation of the
beauty of the area, members
of the group made two strong
suggestions: no cable car
and please not a tourist hotel
of heartless concrete, steel,

and glass like those we
drearily find in other tourist
areas.
A building that blends into

the atmosphere and land-
scape instead; in other words,
a yogwan-style hotel with
ondol floors but with modern
plumbing (hot running water,
showers, flush toilets) and
with a choice of either good
Korean or good Western food.
We all shuddered at the
thought of anything — casino
cabaret, or cable car —
which would destroy what
this area offers: lovely
scenery and peace.

Tourists who have spent
the day climbing up and
down mountains and temples
need no further diversion. All

they need is a good shower,
a good meal, and a comfor-
table sleep. I hope that plans
for Chiri-san development
take serious consideration of

how to preserve the unique
charms of this lovely moun-
tain area while catering to
tourist needs.



By Barbara R. Mintz

Fall in Korea is the most
pleasant time of the year for

traveling, unless we’re to be
plagued by rain this year.
My advice is to seize what-
ever opportunities occur to

venture out into the country-
side now. The places I plan
to talk about today involve
only a short excursion out-

side of Seoul Pongeun Temple
lies just south of Seoul across
the Han River. To reach it

either take a bus and a ferry
then walk not too great a
distance or follow the direc-
tions given in Harriet Mat-
tusch’s book, The City of the
Yi:
“Cross the (first) Han River

Bridge and turn left. Go two
miles. Cross a small concrete
bridge and take the right
fork. Continue four miles to
crossroads in the center of
a town. Turn left (a sharp
left), go 25 feet and turn
right on a dryweather road.
Continue 3.2 miles, passing
royal tombs on your left.”

The grounds of Pongeun-sa
are very well-kept — beauti-
ful shrubs and trees every-
where. A date of 789 is given
as the temple’s foundation
date which makes it one of
the oldest in the Seoul area.
The buildings have been des-
troyed more than half a dozen
times, including once by the
Hideyoshi invaders in 1592;
the present buildings date only
from 1939.

The visitor passes through
the entrance gate (whose
heavy roof rests on support
seemingly too slight for it),

up a short path passing a
gracefully decorated stupa,
through the gate housing the
four temple guardians of the
north, south, east and west
(or as Koreans say: east,
west, south, north), then ar-
rives facing the elevated con-
ference hall. To the left of
the conference hall is a small
pavilion housing an 18th cen-
tury bronze bell.

Directly beneath the bell a
circular hole about the size
of the bell’s circumference
has been cut out of the floor
and dug out of the earth
beneath. I’d like some day to
hear what effect such a re-
sonance chamber has on a
large bell’s tone.
The grounds before the

main worship hall are especi-
ally photogenic. Within the
hall is seated a triad of golden
images: Sakyamuni, the his-
torical Buddha, flanked by
two Bodhisattvas. The fingers
of Sakyamuni’s left hand
form the mudra (gesture) re-
presenting the Buddha giving
his first sermon delivered on
the full moon on July some
2,500 years ago in the Deer
Park of Sarnath near Benares.
The name of the sermon can

Sights and Sounds

be translated to mean “Set-
ting in Motion the Wheel of
Truth.”
In it, the Buddha discussed

the Four Noble Truths: the
omnipresence of suffering
among all mankind; suffer-

ing’s cause — selfish desire;
how to stop suffering — by
eliminating that desire; and
how to eliminate desire — by
following the Noble Eight-Fold
Path of Right Understanding,
Right Attitude of Mind, Right
Speech, Right Action, Right
Means of Livelihood, Right
Effort, Right Concentration,
Right Meditation.
And that’s as far as I’m

going to go with that, at least
right now, except to say that
this Sakyamuni image in
Pongeun-sa therefore repre-
sents a most significant event
in Buddhism: the first time
that the Buddha taught others
the principles by which they
could reach Enlightenment,
the principles which are the
basis for Buddhism all over
the world. Paintings of other
events from the Buddha’s life

decorate the walls of the main
hall.

In addition, the vistor will

not fail to notice the three-
tiered wooden canopy that
rises above the altar. Accord-
ing to Mr. Edward Adams’
very helpful information (soon
to be published), the three
tiers represent different states
of life after death: the lower
tier represents the earth
plane, the middle tier the
“inter-heaven” level, and the
top tier the highest plane of
heaven, Nirvana. At any rate,
the carved wooden tiers paint-
ed in dark red make a very
decorative and unusual effect.
In a corner of the main hall
is another smaller bronze bell
of Koryo age, if one is to
judge by the single dragon
on top of it.

Pongeun-sa is particularly
notable for its library which
houses some five thousand
carved blocks of Buddhist
scripture. No, don’t be con-
fused. It’s Haein-sa, the great
temple near Taegu, that
houses the largest collection of
wooden printing blocks of Bud-
dhist scripture in Korea. But
Pongeun-sa must also be coun-
ted as an important reposi-
tory of such blocks.
The library is the second

building down the path to the
right of the main hall. Just
beyond the library is a side
temple that is supposed to
house an image of Kwaneum
Posal (Kwan-yin, the Goddess
of Mercy), but the building
was locked so I saw no
glimpse of her.
Right below it is another

small pavilion containing a
stone tablet commemorating
a donation given to the tem-
ple by the Taewon-gun. who
was regent for Ko-jong, the

next-to-last Yi dynasty king.

(It seems that Pongeun-sa
prospered even under the Yi
kings largely, perhaps, be-
cause of its proximity to some
royal tombs).
Other side temples house

the mountain god (represented
by a painting of a sage with
his tiger), the Buddha with
ten disciples, and the judg-
ment hall. Also interesting are
the small, rough pagodas here
and there on the grounds on
which people have stacked
small stones in the belief that
if they could pile them up
without toppling the stack,
they would receive special
favors. I don’t think the Bud-
dha would approve of this bit

of superstition.
A short walk from the tem-

ple will bring the visitor to
two royal tombs, Son-nung
and Chong-nung. Remember
that tombs themselves are
given names so that besides
knowing the name of the tomb,
we must also find out the
names of those buried in

them. Son-nung has two
mounds. The one on the right
faced with stone contains
Song-jong, the 9th Yi king
who ruled from 1470-1494; the
one on the left with only a
stone fence around it contains
his second wife, Queen Yun.
The wall surrounding the

queen’s tomb has circular
pieces of stone set into it, a
sign, I was once told, of Bud-
dhism. The usual statues of
military and civilian officials

(horses waiting patiently be-
hind them) stand in front of
the mounds and statues of.

sheep and tigers alternate in

a circle around the mounds.
Nearby is Chong-nung, tomb

of Chung-jong, the son of
Song-jong. Chung-jong was the
11th Yi king who ruled from
1506-1544. Originally buried
elsewhere, his third wife
moved his tomb here near his
father’s. Chung-jong had been
preceded on the throne by
his half-brother, the notorious
Yonsan-gun, who, after twelve
years of leading the country
to ruin, was finally over-
thrown and banished to Kang-
hwa-do. Chung-jong’s long
reign saw a return to proper
Confucian morality — and
politicking.

It was spring and planting
time when I visited Pongeun-
sa and the nearby tombs, but
fall is an ideal time to go.
It’s very easy to walk from
the road out on one of the
paddy-field dikes to ask the
farmers if they mind being
photographed — they didn’t
mind this past spring. The
rice should be near harvest,
gourds are lying on the thatch-
ed roofts of farmers’ houses,
red peppers are drying on
straw mats in the sun, the
view from the top of the
tomb mounds is superb.




